BMC is alerting users to a change in behavior in the CHANGE MANAGER for DB2® product.

**Issue**

When the following conditions exist, the product no longer records the primary key definitions in the *Baseline component*:

- You are creating baselines.
- The scope rules in the baseline profile exclude unique constraints.
- The scope rules include tables that have primary key definitions.
- *(9.3.00 only)* You have PTF BPU2941 applied.

When the following conditions exist, the product no longer includes the primary key definitions in the *Compare component*:

- You are performing a comparison.
  - You are using a DB2 catalog as the input for Compare1 or Compare2.
  - You are using an outbound migrate profile for the scope of the comparison.
- The scope rules in the outbound migrate profile exclude unique constraints.
- The scope rules include tables that have primary key definitions.
- *(9.3.00 only)* You have PTF BPU2941 applied.
Workaround

If you want to record primary key definitions under the conditions listed in the “Issue” section for the Baseline and Compare components, manually add the following keyword to the ALUIN input stream:

```
OVERRIDE( KEEP-ALL-PRIMARY )
```

**NOTE**

If you have questions, contact Customer Support at 1 800 537 1813 (United States or Canada) or call your local support center.

Where to get the latest product information

To view the latest BMC documents, see the Support Central website at [http://www.bmc.com/support](http://www.bmc.com/support). Notices such as flashes, technical bulletins, and release notes are available on the website. You can subscribe to proactive alerts to receive e-mail messages when notices are issued or updated. For more information about proactive alerts, see the Support Central website.
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